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ABSTRACT 

This paper examines the factors dictating the choice of crack path for ceramic/metal joints under 

monotonic and cyclic stresses, an issue which often controls the strength and toughness of such 

-joints and hence the lifetime of many coatings, electronic devices and structural composite 

materials. Experimental results from fracture-mechanics tests on ceramic/metal/ceramic sandwich 

geometries are described which determine both the selection of crack path (i.e., in the metal, in the 

ceramic, or along the interface) and the corresponding crack-extension rates. It is found that the 

crack path is controlled both by the path of low microstructural resistance and the driving-force 

directionality, which itself is a function of the far-field loading and the elastic compliance mismatch 

across the interface. Critical factors include the interface chemistry, the loading type (cyclic vs. 

monotonic), the elastic properties of the metal and ceramic, and the role of constrained plasticity. 

Crack-tip fields based on the mismatch of elastic properties provide reasonable predictions of 

trends in many systems (g1ll:Ss/Cu, SiOiCu, Al20iAl, Al20 3/Al-4Mg, AI20 3/Au, Al20iCu, 

Al20 3IPt), although corrections for plasticity are often required. Where the compliance 

mismatch takes the crack off the weak microstructural path, cracking configurations are invariably 

erratic and high toughness joints result. Similarly, high toughnesses are achieved where cracking 

occurs at, or near, both interfaces; such crack jumping is promoted by ceramic/metal bonds with 

varying interfacial strength or where crack-tip plastic zone sizes are comparable with the metal 

layer thickness. 

L Introduction 

The mechanical behavior of ceramic/metal interfaces is often a key aspect of the 

performance of modem structural composite materials. 1 Equally important, the yield and 
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reliability of microelectronic and optical devices, sensors, actuators and their packages, and of 

coatings rely upon such interfaces.2 Device lifetimes can be dictated by delayed fracture driven by 

residual stresses, thennal cycling and mechanical vibrations.3-6 Time dependencies can reflect 

subcritica1 cracking enhanced by temperature (creep), moisture. or corrosive species (stress 

corrosion), diffusion of same through encapsulation, stress relaxation, or cyclic loading induced 

crack extension (fatigue) per se . . Extensive practical experience has led to refinements to reduce 

interfacial flaws, adverse reaction products and stress concentrations.2•6•7 However, 

information about strength, fracture toughness and specifically crack growth along ceramic/metal 

interfaces and their metallurgical determinants has been inadequate for designing composites or 

devices. That situation is changing rapidly;8.9 nevertheless, little effort has been devoted to such 

critical factors as the prediction of the crack path, which plays such a vital role in detennining the 

integrity and hence the lifetime of a specific ceramic/metal bond. 

Assessing failure and lifetimes generally entails treating the initiation and ensuing 

extension of one or more cracks to criticality or until devices malfunction. With brittle and ductile 

materials combined at ceramic/metal interfaces, crack initiation may involve both localized 

plasticity and prior flaws. Analyses for monotonic loading addressing stress concentrations and 

residual stresses near interfaces, and the constrained plasticity within metallic layers adjoining 

non-deforming materials10-13 reiterate the sensitivity to geometry and the fabrication defect 

population. The interfacial fracture resistance is deemed to be a more fundamental characteristic, 

although it too depends on local microstructure and chemistry. However, the interface per se may 

not fail. 

For example, glass/Cu samples invariably fail at the interface under monotonic loading 

with a low Gc of -2-10 J/m2, whereas fast interfacial fracture energies higher by one to three 

orders of magnitude, but still for interfacial failure, have been reported for bonds between alumina 

and Au, Pt, Cuand Nb.14 These do not correlate directly with typical estimates of the interfacial 

chemical bonding or work of adhesion, IS but the trends are toward finding higher toughnesses 

resulting from thicker metal layers and possibly lower yield stresses and rougher interfaces. Such 
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dependencies, however, have not been verified independently. Finally, alwninalAl samples, which 

exhibit relatively high G c values, rarely failed exactly at the interface.16 Thus, critical unresolved 

issues involve mowing where a crack will initiate, where it will go, and how long it will take to 

get there. 

This paper addresses the second of these issues, specifically the factors dictating the 

choice of crack path for ~ramiclmetal joints subjected to either monotonic or cyclic stresses. 

Based on recently published linear-elastic interfacial and near:"interfacial crack-tip fields and 

experimental behavior observed on ceriuniclmetal sandwich geometries, it is shown that reasonable 

predictions of the crack path can be made which provide preliminary guidelines for the design of 

ceramic/metal bonds with improved fracture energies. 

ll. Interfacial Fracture Mechanics 

Interfacial fracfure energies, or fracture toughnesses, G c' measured for sundry oxide/metal 

systems12-14,16-2S vary widely and are so sensitive to interfacial purity, orientation, morphology and 

adjoining microstructure that it is tenuous to attribute many aspects as inherent to the material pair 

comprising the interface. This interpretation, however, is clouded by variability in the geometry 

and crack-tip stresses which in part govern the crack path. Accordingly, we first focus on the 

stress and deformation fields developed at crack tips located at or near bimaterial interfaces, and 

the linear-elastic mechanics analyses governing the crack path and crack deflection. 

(1) Crack-Tip Fields 

An elastic compliance discontinuity at an interface modifies the stress fields for cracks at 

or near interfaces, as has been expressed using both linear elastic26-29 and nonlinear eiastic30 

fracture mechanics. Differences in elastic properties can cause the ratio of normal to shear 

stresses ahead of the crack to differ markedly from that expected from far-field loading. 

Characterizing this issue is important as the local stresses may dictate the preferred crack extension 

direction. If the interfacial bonding is "weak", the crack may follow the interface even under mixed 
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mode loading. With stronger interfaces, cracks will tend to deflect along a Ku = 0 trajectory, as 

occurs in homogeneous (brittle) materials;29 the fracture resistance will then depend upon the 

crack path and the amount of shear at the crack tip. 

Cracks at interfaces: For a crack on an interface separating two isotropic, homogeneous, 

elastic solids, the near-tip stress-intensity factor K is most conveniently expressed in complex 

notation using the near-tip stress intensities such that K = Kl + ~ (where i = "-1). K describes 

important aspects of the local field and is related to the strain energy release, G, as: 

(1) 

where E; are Young's moduli in plane stress or E/(l-v~) in plane strain, Vi are Poisson's ratios, 

and the subscripts 1 and 2 for material properties refer to the solids above and below the crack, 

respectively (Fig. la). The moduli mismatch effects on crack-tip fields can be described using two 

non-dimensional (Dundurs' elastic mismatch) parameters,31 a and P; in plane strain: 

(2a) 

(2b) 

where J..Ii are the shear moduli; both a and P vanish when the elastic mismatch· does. Dundurs' 

parameters for a wide range of dissimilar material combinations in plane strain are plotted in a-p 

space32 in Fig. 2; examples are primarily taken for metals bonded to alumina, silicon and silica 

glass. A listing of the values of a and p for the ceramic/metal systems studied in the present work 

is given in Table I. 
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Table I: Modulus Mismatch Parameters for CeramiclMetal Couples Studied 

Material Pair Dundurs' Parameters 
#11#2 a. (3 

Glass/Cu -0.329 -0.154 
Alumina/Al +0.686 +0.143 
Alumina/Au +0.644 +0.049 
Alumina/Cu +0.490 +0.087 
AluminalPt +0.423 +0.027 

Using these definitions of a. and P, the interface stress intensity can then be expressed as: 

v 'K' (' p)( voo . voo)L-i& iaJ...a.p} .l\..1 + 1 2 = g a, A] + 1 A]] e , (3) 

where g(a.,P) is a geometry specific function of the elastic mismatch. The "phase shift" function 

co, which depends upon <1, P and geometry, describes the stress field rotation at a specified 

distance L from the crack tip, relative to that expected from mode I and mode II stress intensities, 

Ki and KiI, that describe the far-field, in-plane loading. Recent solutions for CJ) use L =~, the 

thickness of the metal film for thin film or ceramic/metal/ceramic sandwich geometries.33•34 The 

loading mode can be characterized in terms of the ratio of shear to normal tensile stresses acting 

on the interface at some distance x from the crack tip, and expressed as a phase angle,29 i.e., 

_1(axy J '_1(Im(Kx i&)) 
~x)=tan - =tan (.) 

. a. Re Kx'& 
Y.Y x 

(4a) 

(4b) 

The near-tip variability depends only upon P via the oscillation index: 
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&= _1 In(I-P) . 
21l I+P 

(5) 

As defined in refs. 26-29, Kl and ~ are indetenninate if J3 ~ 0, but interfacial crack-tip stresses 

and Eq. (1) are unique in tenns offar-field loads and dimensions. Using the notion of Fig. la for 

an elastic birnaterial interface, these stresses are given in tenns of radial distance r from the crack 

tip by:26,27 

where ij = x,y, and the dimensionless angular functions a~. (9,s) and a~ (9,s) are related to the 
I) I) 

tractions across the interface and are given in ref. 27. The specimen geometry dependent T tenn is 

a non-singular stress acting parallel to the crack plane and is approximately constant for large 

distances behind and in front of the crack tip.3s The T-stress of the CJxx-component has an 

important bearing on crack stability and kinking.36 For cracks at bimaterial interfaces, the CJxx-

component of the thermally-induced residual stresses may be expected to produce a similar effect. 

In fact, the residual stress cOntribution to the T -stress has recently been identified to be one half of 

the nominal residual stress, cres:37 
xx 

(7) . 

where E* is the mean Young's modulus of the two materials, !J.a. is the difference in thermal 

expansion coefficients, and !J. T is the temperature chaIige. According to Schmauder and Meyer,38 

consideration of such residual stresses can significantly increase the mode mixity and effective 

stress intensity at the tip of interface cracks. 

Cracks near interfaces: For a sandwich geometry consisting of two linear-elastic materials 

subjected to remote loads Kj and KiI, where a layer of material 2 (thickness ~) is sandwiched 
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between identical· blocks of material 1 (Fig. Ib), if the inner metal layer thickness is small 

compared to other in-plane crack dimensions, the strain energy release rate for a crack within the 

layer is given by:33,39 

(8) -. 

where the local stress intensities, KI and KII, can be expressed as: 

~ 

K 'K [1- a] (K"" 'K"") -i, . 1 +1 11 = -- 1 +1 11 e . 
l+a 

(9) 

Here cj> can be interpreted as the phase angle shift between the remote and local stress intensities, 

viZ.:39 

(10) 

For cracks close to the interface, i.e., where ~/a and c~ « 1 in Fig. Ib, Eq. (10) becomes:28 

K 'K _[I-a]~(K"'" 'K"") (~)-i& -i(,h+/lI) 
1 +1 11 - 1 +1 11 e 

l+a. ~ 
(11) 

where an approximate yet highly accurate solution for cj> is given by: 

(12) 

and the functions cj>h(a.,f3) and co(a.,f3) are tabulated in Refs. 28 and 33, respectively. 

For cracks within the layer, as with traction-free isotropic solids subjected to remote mode 

I and mode n stress intensities, the T -stress which acts parallel to the crack plane affects the 

stability and kinking" yet does not induce a stress intensity at the crack tip; this follows because T 
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(and the O'xx-component of the residual stress in the layer) cause no tractions on any plane parallel 

to the layer.39 

It should be noted, however, that many results from such sandwich samples involve a very 

thin layer of metal between two much larger ceramic blocks (Fig. 3). In this case, residual 

stress effects are minimized and the computation of G from test results is direct as the strain energy 

in the ceramic is little perturbed by the thin layer; G can thus be simply computed from the far-

field loading as: 

(13) 

where E~ is the Young's modulus of the ceramic layer. 

m. Crack-Path Selection 

The trajectory of a crack in a homogeneous, or dissimilar material layered, structure is 

controlled by the mutual competition of two primary factors: the direction in which the fracture-

mechanics driving force is highest and the direction where the microstructural resistance is lowest. 

Each of these considerations is discussed below with reference to fracture at or near ceramic/metal 

interfaces in sandwich structures. ." 

(1) Mechanics Considerations 

Crack-path preference has been analyzed in terms of stability to kinking as dictated by the 

local loading mode, '1'.29 In layered or sandwiched structures as with homogeneous solids, under 

linear elastic conditions, cracks will tend to deflect along a path, or kink angle, defined by the 

maximum ~ energy release rate Gmax• However, recent analyses29 have shown that for all 

practical purposes, this crack-path selection criterion based on maximizing G is identical to one 
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based on propagation in the direction where the Mode II stress intensity is zero, i.e., along a Kn = 0 

* path. 

·The angle through which a crack deflects to maximize G is essentially identical to that for which Ku = 0, except where the far-field 
loading is strongly mode n or where the crack kinks into a much stiffer material. The distinction between the two aiteria, however, is very 
small; only above phase angles of", _SOO is the difference more than one degree.29 

Cracks at interfaces: Crack trajectories resulting from the modulus mismatch, which is defined 

by the values of a. and J3 for a given bimaterial combination, 28,40 are anticipated from these 

analyses. For example, since the driving force for a crack on an interface between two linear-

elastic materials #1 and #2 (Fig. 1a) is. to follow the Gmax (or Kn = 0) path, under applied mode I 

loading (KnO!) = 0) loading, the crack-tip field solution (Eq. 3) implies that when J3 = 0 the crack 

will kink upwards into material #1 regardless of the sign of a.. However, when a. = 0, the crack 

will kink upwards into material # 1 when J3 < 0 and downwards into material 2 when J3 > o. 

In order to decide whether the interface crack will deflect along the highest driving force 

path (Kn = 0) and into material #i, the ratio of maximum driving force (Gmax) to th~t for 

continuing along an interface (GIF), must be considered.40 These provide a basis for a provisional 

criterion for a crack to leave a strong enough interface; i.e., kinking will occur if: 

(14) 

where Gc/GciF('V) gives the relative fracture resistances for extension along the two paths under the 

specific loading. However, for many multilayer applications, plasticity within the metal 

encompasses dimensions which are comparable to the layer thickness or to incipient kink sizes, 

which may invalidate, or at least complicate, the elastic analysis. 

Cracks near interfaces: Considering first the nature and stability of the crack path in layered or 

sandwich structures where the crack exists near an interface,39 such as that depicted in Fig. 1b, 

under pure mode I far-field loading (KnO!) = 0), linear-elastic analysis would dictate that a straight 

crack within th~ central layer #2 would sit along the centerline (c~ = 0.5) to satisfy the Kn = 0 
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condition*. For a crack above the centerline, kinking down toward the centerline will occur if Ku > 

0.1n general tenns, this implies that straight cracks misplaced from the centerline (i.e., the Ku = 0 

path) will only head toward the centerline if the Ku-gradient is positive, i.e., aKul8c> o. If aKIl/Oc 

< 0, the negative Kn will drive the crack away from thispreferred path and the crack will kink 

toward the interface. However, as shown below, with certain layered material combinations, an 

additional straight crack path satisfying the Ku = 0 criterion is found away from the centerline 

close to one of the interfaces. 

*To preserve stability along this centerline path, an additional necessary condition is thai a compressive. T -stress exists.39 In the· presence of 
a positive T -stress, there is a tendency for this crack path to become unstable.36 

For a given structure under applied (far-field) mode I or mixed-mode loading, the location 

of the preferred Ku = 0 crack paths, and the sign of the Ku-gradient aKuI 8c there, can be 

detennined from the relevant crack-tip field solutions for near-interface cracks28 and sandwich 

layers,33 e.g., Eq. (9). For the bimaterial layered structures under consideration (Fig. Ib), these 

factors depend solely upon the elastic. mismatch parameters ex and 13. Thus, using this approach 

and assuming that linear-elastic conditions prevail, it is possible to predict the likely crack path for 

all bimaterial combinations in terms of their relative elastic moduli and Poisson's ratios. 

For the pure mode I far-field loading empioyed in the present study, the location c/h2ofthe 

crack within the metal layer #2 for which Ku-= 0, and the nature of the KlI-gradients both inside 

and outside the layer, were determined from Eq. (9) in tenns of all possible combinations of ex and 

13. Three types of cracking configurations satisfying Ku = 0 are found; these are illustrated 

graphically in Fig. 4. 

For 13 < 0 with any value of ex, as shown by the lighter hatched region in Fig. 3, the 

centerline of the metal layer satisfies Ku = 0 but is an unstable path in the sense that aKu/8c < O. 

Accordingly, the driving force for cracks pre-existing within the metal layer will tend to deflect 

these cracks toward the interface, whereas near-interface cracks in the ceramic substrates will 

have the tendency t<?, deflect away from the interface. This behavior should be shown by 
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geometries consisting of metal layers sandwiched between more compliant glass substrates (e.g., a 

Cu layer sandwiched between glass or silicon substrates). 

For p > 0, the centerline of the metal layer again satisfies Kn = 0, but the gradient oKn/Oc 

in this vicinity is only positive for the range of values of (l shown by the darker hatched area in Fig. 

4. In this regime, the crack should seek the center of the metal layer; if it lies off center within the· 

metal layer, it should kink toward the centerline because of the positive KIl, whereas if it pre-exists 

outside the layer in the substrate, it should be drawn into the interface. Examples of this behavior 

should be seen with metal layers sandwiched between stiffer ceramic substrates, such as Al20 3-Cu 

and~03-Al. 

For the remaining values of (l with'p > 0, shown by the two unhatched regions in Fig. 4, 

, cracks outside the metal layer in the substrates should still be drawn by the positive Kn-gradient 

into the interface; however, for cracks existing within the metal the situation is different. TIrree 

locations within the layer satisfy Kn = 0: the centerline at ~ = 0.5, but this represents an 

unstable path in the sense that oKiOc < 0, and two other locations close to the interface where 

c~ -+ 0 or 1, both of which are stable as oKn/Oc > O. In this regime, which should be seen in 

Al20 3-Au and Al203-Pt, cracks should follow at trajectory in the metal parallel but close to the 

interface. 

Finally, it should be noted that the preferred crack-path trajectories specified in Fig. 4 

pertain to linear-elastic conditions. Moreover, as described above, such trajectories may become 

wavy and unstable in the presence of a tensile T -stress, although plasticity within the metal layer 

would tend to negate this effect. 

(2) Microstructural Crack -Growth Resistance 

An alternate view emerges from simple models13,21,41 relating interface bond-rupture 

resistance, yield stress and crack path. Expected trends are depicted in Fig. 5 as the dependence of 

fracture energy, Gc, upon metal yield strength, O"y> in the limits where the interface bonding is 

"weak" or "strong", i.e., such that at high yield stress, failure would be at the interface or in the 
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ceramic, respectively. If the yield stress is low, fracture will proceed via ductile rupture within the 

metal, whilst crack blunting diminishes the crack-tip stresses to a small multiple of the metal flow 

stress and, thereby, :precludes attaining local stresses sufficient to drive cracking elsewhere. Then, 

if the metal layer is thinner than the natural crack-tip plastic zone~ the fracture energy will be 

smaller the thinner,the metal. In the interfacial fracture regime, plastic deformation contributes a 

majority of the fracture energy for most oxide/metal interfaces; the extent of plasticity depends 

inversely on the yield stress and is leveraged by the bond scission resistance at the crack tip, which, 

in turn, is iilfluenced by interfacial and environmental chemistry. 

Although details have not been rigorously affirmed by analysis or experiment, examples 

exist of behavior for each of the regimes. Bonds of glass/Cu, Si02/Cu, Al20/Au, Al20/Pt, or 

Al203/Nb usually fail at the interface over a wide range of energies.14,21-2S,42 Alternatively, a 

series of Al20/Al-metal flexure samples virtually never cracked at the inte~ace (Fig. 6); with pure 

Al, ,failure was within the metal, whereas with Al-4%Mg alloy, fracture was primarily within the 

ceramic. 12,42 Below we outline elements for refined criteria for crack-path selection that 

incorporate concepts of the microstructural resistance to fracture and as well as the mechanical 

crack driving force, and further show where ' the elastic analyses need to be modified to incorporate 

nonlinear ,as well as linear deformation effects. 

IV. Experimental Procedures 

(1) Sample Preparation 

Several ceramic/metal interface systems were studied, namely Si02 and soda-lime glass 

, bonded to Cuand Al20 3 bonded to Al, Al-4wt%Mg alloy, Au, Cu and Pt. Mechanical 

characterization of these interfaces employed several sandwich-type fracture mechanics specimens, 

namely, double-cantilever beams (DCB), unnotched and notched 3- and 4-pomt bend (flexure) 

beams, and compact-tension C(T) specimens* (Fig. 3). 
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-Note that these specimen geometries develop quite different T-stresses, which as stated above does influence crack stability. Numerical 

calculati~s for bend and compact samples of homogeneous material estimate values ofT, normalized with respect to ~ ""Iva, to be 
0.033 and 0.291, respectively. However, since in the current sandwich geometries, processing procedures dictate that a stale of residual. 
tension will invariably exist within the metal layer, values of the T -stress in the present experiments will be positive in all geometries. 

Glass/Cu and SiOiCu: Initial crack-growth studies on glass/Cu interfaces were performed on 

double-cantilever-beam (DCB) specimens, comprising thin, 99.99% purity, copper films 

evaporated onto two Corning high alkali glass, or pure silica, plates (of size 5x25x2 nun) and 

pressure diffusion bonding the two films together for 2.5 hr at 9 MPa and 4500C. 14,17,19 Masking 

provided an interfacial pre-crack; loading grips were attached by epoxy (Fig. 3a). The total metal 

layer thickness was -1.5 JlIl1 such that the ratio of thicknesses of ceramic to metal, hl~' exceeded 

-1000. Subsequent crack-path studies were performed with unnotched bend beams consisting of a 

-125 JlIl1layer of copper, solid-state bonded (for 48 hr at 1 MPa and 535°C in vacuo) between 

. two glass beams (of size 8x4x30 nun); these samples had a hl~ thickness ratio of -200 (Fig. 3c). 

AI10J/AI and AI10iAI-Mg: Studies on alumina/pure aluminum and alumina/Al-4Mg alloy 
- -

interfaces utilized both compact-tension C(T) (Fig. 3b) and notched and unnotched bend 

specimens. The bonds were formed by the direct liquid-state, or solid-state, bonding of layers of 

99.999% purity Al, or an Al-4wt%Mg alloy, between two substrates of Coors 99.5% purity . ; 

Al20 3. Sheets of the Al material, ranging in thicknesses from 25 to 500 JlIl1 and emplaced between 

two diamond ground and polished alumina pieces, were heated above the melting point of the metal 

(5 min at 980°C) in a purified argon atmosphere to achieve liquid-state bonding.16 Alternatively, 

the sandwich component was bonded in the solid state at 645°C in vacuo under a pressure of 2 

MPa for 48 hr. C(T) specimens were machined from the bonded blocks to dimensions 25x24x3 

nun, and subsequently polished. The thickness ratio hl~ was -50. Bend samples (of size 3x3x25 

mm) were prepared in similar fashion with the metal layer thickness varied between 25 and 500 J.1 

m to give a thickness ratio exceeding -25. 

Studies on alumina/copper, alumina/gold and 

alumina/platinum interfaces involved C(T) and unnotched 3- and 4-point bend specimens of similar 

. 13 



size to those used for Al20/Al. The ceramic-metal joints were formed by solid-state bonding of 

25 to 2S0 J.1lll thick sheets of 99.99% purity metal between substrates of Coors 99.S% purity 

Al20 3 in vacuo for between 12 and 24 hr; temperatures of 1040°C for Al20/Cu and Al20/Au 

and 14S0°C for Al20/Pt were used. The thickness ratio hIIhz of these samples varied from 

approximately SOO to 1000. 

(2) Test Methods 

DCB and Cm samples were tested on computer-controlled high-resolution electro-servo 

hydraulic testing machines, operating in an environment of room air at 22°C with 45% relative 

hwnidity; crack-path morphologies were determined following stress-corrosion, cyclic fatigue-

crack propagation or resistance-curve tests, with cracking initiated from a fatigue or pre-existing 

pre-crack. Full details of the respective testing procedures are given in Refs. 16,43,44. Bend 

samples were either unnotched or prepared with an array of Vicker's hardness indents (9Y2 kg load) 

across the highly polished tensile surface to simulate a notch. The beams were tested in a specially 

constructed ultrahigh stiffuess rig with precision control on displacement to within 0.1 J.1lll and on 

load to within 0.04 N; specimens were loaded under displacement control at a rate of S J.LII1Imin 
\ 

(notched) to SO J.LII1Imin (unnotched) and the crack path determined. Where notches or pre-cracks 

were used, they were put in nominally at the center of the metal layer. In one series of bend tests 

on ~O/Al (P > 0) and glass/Cu (p < 0) interfaces, however, a series of Knoop hardness indents 

was made at varying distances from the interface in the ceramic. For Al203/Al samples, this 

simulated notch was placed at distances of 2~, 3~, S~ and 6~ from the interface, where ~ (-

100 J.1lll) is the thickness of the metal layer; in the glass/Cu specimens where ~-12S J.1lll, the 

notch was placed at distances of I~, 2h2 and 3~ from the interface. 

Where crack-growth rates were measured in DCB glass/Cu samples, crack monitoring was 

achieved optically or with a traveling microscope via interference fringes seen through the glasS.I7 

In Cm specimens, -0.1 J.1lll thick NiCr films were evaporated onto the specimen face (with an 

insulating under-layer of -0.4 f.Ull thick sputtered alumina) and electrical measurements of the 
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resistance change across the NiCr film made to give an in situ resolution of crack lengths to within 

±2 J.UI1 (Fig. 3b ).16,44 

Driving forces were evaluated in terms of both the far-field values of K and G. For all 

specimen geometries, the loading was symmetrical and the metal film thickness was much less than 

the crack length, a, or ceramic thickness, hI; thus, the G values in terms of applied loads, P, are 

identical to those for homogeneous samples, under mode I far-field loading. For the DeB 

specimen geometry:4S 

(15) 

where the subscript 1 refers to the ceramic beam, hI is the beam half height, B, the beam 

thickness, and Bn, the crack-front thickness. For the C(T) sample, KI is given by handbook 

solutions in terms of the crack-length to specimen-width ratio, aIW,46 from which, using Eq. 13, G 

is: 

(16) 

where 

Resulting toughness Gc values for the various systems under study are listed in Table ll. 

Table II. Toughness Associated with the Fracture of Ceramic/Metal Couples 

Material Pair 

#1/#2 

Glass/Cu 
SiO/Cu 
AI20/Cu 
AI20/AI 

AI20/AI-4Mg 

t estimated using Eq. 18 

Test Method 

DCB 
DCB 

SEN(B) 
4-ptBEND 

C(T) 

Fracture Location 

interfacial 
interfacial 
interfacial 

metal 
metal & ceramic 

15 

Toughness, G. 

2 
10 
150 

65-400 
100-400 

Plastic Zone, Iy 

Sizet 
(JUIl) 

0.31 
1.3 
520 

270-1600 
40-160 



Although cracks in all geometries extend under virtually pure applied (far-field) mode I loading 

conditions, the elastic discontinuity across the interface induces a shear component. For example, 

for the glass/Cu bonds, the metal is rather stiffer (a. < 0), whereas for the alumina/metal C(T) 

samples, the metal is much less stiff (a. > 0); accordingly, the rotation angle33 "', at a distance x 

= ~ is +2° and _9°, respectively for interface cracks in these two bimaterial systems. 

v. Experimentally Observed Crack-Path Morphologies 

In general, a crack kinking off a ceramic/metal interface down into the metal (e.g., Fig. 6) 

usually bas a higher driving force, G, when '" > 0, and conversely if", < O. However, for 13 = 0, a 

negative rotation angle leads to a maximum G for crack advance along the interface itself in the 

sandwich specimen. Moreover, analyses, based on that of He and Hutchinson, 40 reveal the Kn = 0 

path to promote kWcing away from the layer, regardless of the sign of a.. The effects of 13 :I: 0 are 

clearer from combining the analyses for near-interface cracks28 and sandwich layers33; as stated 

above, this yields that a crack in the ceramic would be attracted to the interface by 13 > 0 and 

would kink away for (Fig. 3). This would explain a tendency for cracks initiated in the stiffer 

alumina to be drawn toward the metal layer (13 > 0), as described below. Once there, if the interface 

is "strong" and the metal tough, further advance may be erratic in path and load, e.g., plucking out 

bits of ceramic and deforming the metal giving high toughness.42,47 Conversely, for SiOiCulSi02 

samples, the fact that 13 < 0 should drive a crack into the glass if the interface is strong. We 

examine these scenarios by experiments below by considering cases of the "weak" interface, 

"weak" metal, and "weak" ceramic. 

(1) " Weak" Interface 

The presence of "weak" interface generally results in interfacial failure. In the present 

study, such behavior was invariably shown by glass/Cu bonds, where 13 < 0, and depending on the 

processing, on occasion by Al20iCu, ~03/Au and A120 3/Pt bonds, where 13 > O. However, with 
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somewhat better bonding, particularly with a tougher metal, or following interactions with defects 

in the vicinity of the interface, the interfacial cracks in these systems often deflect into the ceramic, 

with their subsequent behavior depending upon the sign of 13. 

For the glass/Cu bonds in the current work, catastrophic fracture and subcritical crack 

growth in moist-air enviromnents (both by stress-corrosion17 and cyclic fatigue16) occurred 

predominantly along the interface in virtually every experiment; in fact, in situ fractures in an 

Auger spectroscopy unit revealed true interfacial separation with only Si02 on one fracture surface 

and metal on the other.16 For samples bonded at 450°C, failure occurred at low Gc values, 

typically -211m2, with stress-corrosion and fatigue thresholds as much as an order of magnitude 

lower, resulting in part from organic or other impurities at the interface; values exceeding 10 11m2, 

were obtained after bonding at higher temperatures. 

Where cracks were deflected from the interface into the ceramic, it would be anticipated 

from considerations of the Kn = 0 path and the sign of the fJKrl8c gradient (Fig. 4) that in the 

glass/Cu system, the crack should kink away from the interface as 13 < 0: This was in fact seen in 

experiments with both the DCB and bend geometries, where it appeared that the crack was drawn 

away from the interface by the modulus mismatch effect, * resulting in low Gc values. Conversely, 
I 

with the Al20imetal systems where 13 > 0, cracks deviated from the interface are drawn back 

again, such~that pieces of the ceramic are plucked out. This is illustrated for Al20 3/Cu interfaces 

by the metallographic crack-path section and fracture surfaces shown in Figs. 7 and 8, and is again, 

consistent with the predictions in Fig. 4. 

-In glass/metal DCB samples, c:radcs deviating from the interface generally broke off the glass ann of the specimen unless a side groove 
~ used. However with this particular test-piece design, it is difficuh to auribute this solely to modulus mismatch effects as the specimen 
geometry is inherently unstable to off-angle cracking. 

A further demonstration of the prominent role of 13 in dictating whether cracks are drawn 

to, or deflected away from, the ceramic/metal interface is shown by results from the bend tests on 

glass/Cu (13 < 0) and Al20/Al (j3 > 0) sandwich specimens, where notches placed in the ceramic 
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substrate initiated cracking at varying distances from the interface. Results showing the crack-path 

morphologies and corresponding micrographs are shown in Figs. 9 and 10, respectively. It is 

apparent that for the Al20 31Al1Al20 3 samples, in accordance with the modulus mismatch 

predictions, the effect of the positive J3 is to draw cracks in the ceramic into the interface (Fig. 

lOa); in fact, cracks which initiate as far away as 5 times the metal-layer thickness are attracted to 

the metal layer (Fig. 9a). Where J3 is negative in the glasslCulglass specimens, conversely, cracks 

initiated in the glass at the interface and up to 3 metal-layer thicknesses away, all are deflected 

away from the metal layer (Fig. 9b, lOb). 

Clearly, with "weak" interface systems, the crack trajectory is generally along the interface 

because the microstructural crack-path resistance is lower there; cracks in the ceramic will only 

find the interface if the compliance mismatch is such that J3 > O. 

(2) " Weak" Metal 

Two examples where cracking in ceramic/metal/ceramic layered structures is confined to 

the metal layer were shown by Al20iAl bend and C(T) samples and by Al203/Al-4Mg C(T) 

samples tested in cyclic fatigue; both J3 > 0 systems. In these cases, the resulting toughness Gc 

depends primarily on the location of the crack (and its ,stability). For a crack within the metal 

layer, the linear-elastic analysis described above· (Fig. 4), and that of Fleck et aI.,39 predicts a 

stable Kn = 0 path down the center if J3!10.1 exceeds a critical range, versus stable Kn = 0 paths 

near either interface if J3!10.1 is less, but positive, i.e., the darker hatched regime versus the 

unhatched regime in Fig. 4. Therefore, on the basis of a. and J3 values of +0.686 and +0.143, 

respectively, for the Al203/Al systems, a centered crack within the metal layer is predicted. 

Contrary to these predictions, however, cracks in Al203/Al flexure samples propagated in the pure 

aluminum but well off the centerline within -50 J.Ul1 or so of the interface (Fig. 6). Similarly, in 

~Oi Al-4Mg C(T) samples, initial cyclic loading encouraged formation of a crack at the half

chevron pre-notch that soon ran near the interface, but -5-20 J.Ul1 into the metal (Fig. 11). Whereas 

these effects could be associated with easier initiation in the vicinity of the interface, it is 
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considered that the prime cause is associated with the inevitable presence of plasticity in the metal. 

Since crack-tip plasticity would have the effect of making the metal more compliant and 

incompressible, the observed cracking configurations would be anticipated simply by decreasing 

EAI and increasing v AI. ~ 0.5. Crack paths near an interface would then be predicted since a. ~ 1 

and f3 ~ 0; 2Ed3 and the self-consistent vAl - 0.4 are sufficient. 

(3) "Weak" Ceramic 

Where the ceramic provides the weaker microstructural crack path, cracking predominates 

in this phase and the crack path generally conforms to the linear-elastic predictions of Fig. 4. For 

example, as described above, the modulus mismatch acts to drive cracks away from the metal layer 

into the ceramic where f3 < 0, i.e., in glass/Cu sandwich samples (Fig. lOb), resulting in a low 

toughness of the joint. Where f3 > 0, cracks are conversely attracted to the metal layer and tend to 

pluck out pieces of the ceramic. Such behavior was shown by AI20 3/AI-4Mg C(T) samples under 

monotonic loading, and sometimes by AIlO/Au and AI203IPt bend samples (Figs. 12 and 13). In 

fact, in th~ positive f3 systems, cracks are draWn away from the weaker microstructural path in the 

ceramic to the stronger interface and metal, and can often blunt out in the metal phase with 

resulting high toughness. This.is clearly shown for AI20iAI-4Mgjoints in Fig. 13, where a large 

contribution to the high Gc value is apparent from extensive plasticity associated with blunting in 

the metal layer. In these cases,the mutually. opposing influence on the crack path of the lowest 

microstructural resistance and highest crack-tip driving force (due to far-field loading and modulus 

mismatch effects) generally results in complex cracking configurations (e.g., Fig. 12) with high yet 

erratic toughness values. 

(4) Role of Residual Stress 
r' 

For most diffusion-bonded samples, the thermal expansion mismatch leads to in-plane 

residual tensile stresses in the metal layer, 0:, which are at the yield point after bonding and 
J 

cooling, viz.: 
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(17) 

where <Xm and ac are the thennal expansion coefficients of· the metal and ceramic layers, 

respectively, Tb is the bonding temperature and Trt is room temperature. Yield stresses for the 

metals studied have been estimated from microhardness measurements as 1/3 of the hardness for 

the thicker metal layers and from residual stresses deduced from X -ray diffraction measurements 

on thin evaporated layers.48 As listed in ref. 42, the yield stresses range from -70 to 230 MPa in 

the thicker layers of metals (bonded near or above their melting points) to -200 to 350 MPa in the 

evaporated copper layers. 

The presence of such thermally induced residual tensile stresses in the metal layer means 

that the local T-stress in the present experiments will be positive (Eq. 7), regardless of specimen 

geometry. Following Cotterell and Rice's linear-elastic crack-deflection cinaIysis,36 a straight crack 

propagating along a Kn = 0 path is only directionally stable if T < 0; a positive T -stress should 

cause the crack to veer off from a straight trajectory if perturbed by some microstructural 

inhomogeneity. This suggests that in the Al20imetal/Al203 sandwich structures where cracking 

proceeds in the metal layer, a wavy fracture trajectory should result.39 Whereas there was much 

evidence of crack jumping betw~ interfaces (s~ next section), wavy crack profiles were rarely 

observed under monotonic loading. They were not totally non-existent, however; Fig. 14, for 

example, shows such a profile in Al20 3/Cu although the origin of the crack meandering in this 

~ce is probably more associated with specific microstructural features in the metal layer rather 

than instability induced by a positive T -stress. 

The absence of unstable crack paths in the present tests almost certainly results from the 

presence of extensive plasticity within the metal layer, which effectively relieves the residual 

stresses. The more extensive plasticity is evident from slip lines on the metal (Figs. 11, 12 and 13) 

and by crack blunting of arrested cracks at ~03/Al-Mg interfaces (Fig. 13); scanning electron 

microscopy and electron-channeling studies for ~031Nb also have clearly shown this effect.48 
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The notion of plasticity within the layer inhibiting unstable crack path is further supported by 

observations that, unlike in G c tests, fatigue-crack growth profiles in the metal are more often wavy 

in trajectory. Since fatigue cracks grow in these systems at G levels some 4 to 10 times smaller 

than Gc,I6,42 the associated crack-tip plastic-zone sizes are far smaller. 

To quantitatively assess the extent of plasticity in the layer, the approximate height of the 

crack-tip plastic zones in the metal, rY' expected under pure mode I loading are calculated in Table 

II (assuming the metal layers were thick enough not to limit the zone) by modifying simple 

expressions for homogeneous materials, consistent with Eq. (1); this gives:42 

(18) 

where 0y is the yield stresS.49 These estimates span four orders of magnitude and, in the case of 

glass/eu samples, have been corroborated by X-ray diffraction and transmission electron 

microscopy observations. so The ~'unconstrained" plastic-zone heights vary from being trivial in 
\ 

size to significantly exceeding the metal-layer thicknesses used; correspondingly, in several 

instances, the extent of plasticity was clearly constrained by the metal thickness. 

(5) Crack Jumping 

As described above, initial crack propagation in many of the Al20imetal samples 

occurred close to the interface but not at it; however, subsequent crack propagation often involved 

far more complex cracking configurations. For example, during initial advance in Al203/Al-Mg 

compact samples, cyclic fatigue cracks_were observed to grow in the metal layer close to one of 

the interfaces yet under subsequent monotonic loading, crack growth usually switched to the 

ceramic, often after crack re-initiation on the opposite side of the sandwiched metal layer (Fig. 

12). Moreover, this process was invariably accompanied by extensive plasticity causing significant 

crack-tip blunting, with associated slip lines radiating out from the blunted crack tip across the 

metal film (Figs. 11 and 13). Such crack jumping from interface to interface has the effect of 

creating metal-layer bridges across the crack surfaces (Fig. 15); the resulting crack-tip shielding 
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from crack brid~g, and accompanying plasticity and blunting, can lead to very .high toughness 

values. This was apparent in resistance-curve fracture toughness tests on Al20iAl-Mg samples, 

where during the period wherein the re-nucleation events occurred and the intervening metal 

ligament tore, the ·Gc toughness rose to about 400 J/m2, well above that of the ceramic (-20-100 

J/m2), yet small compared to the alloy toughness, -104 J/m2. Another example21 of crack jumping 

across the metal layer is apparent in glass/Cu DCB tests with -2 f.Ul1 Cu films; here both interfaces 

alternately crack, although only when nominally similar, yielding high Gc values of -5 J/m2. 

The tendency to re-initiate fracture across the metal layer seen in Al20iAl-Mg and certain 

glass/Cu structures, or on further loading in flexure of arrested cracks (e.g., Fig. 13a), is 

reminiscent of behavior found over a wide range of thickness in several systems which fail 

primarily at the interface. Mechanistically, this could result from crack blunting, which reduces 

the stresses near the main crack tip to a small multiple of the metal's yield stress, such that the 

stresses on the far interface are sufficient to trigger the requisite damage (owing to variations in the 

near-interfacial strength due to heterogeneous impurities or residual porosity). However, it is also 

apparent that crack jumping occurs more readily when plasticity spans the entire metal layer. In 

all the instances of severe crack jumping observed, the. computed plastic-zone size, rY' was 

comparable to the layer thickness. For example, crack jumping was seen in 4-point flexure tests on 

Al20iAu sandwich specimens made from 25-100 f.Ul1 metal foils, but was absent in specimens 

with thicker metal layers.25 These observations strongly suggest that slip-band intersections with 

the ceramic playa key role in promoting this phenomenon. 

VI. Discussion 

The various ceramic/metal interfaces assessed here differ widely regarding metal thickness, 

the properties of adjoining materials, and the fracture resistances. Moreover, the crack-path 

responses are exceedingly varied (Figs. 10-15). Sometimes a fatigue pre-crack rather easily enters 

the ceramic perhaps expedited by flaws from processing or the cyclic loading. Often instead., a 
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fatigue crack blunts further, and damage fonned near the interface across the layer creates a new 

crack. Similarly, upon overloading a pre-notch in the metal without a fatigue crack, a crack 

initiated near an interface will become well established within the ceramic before the intervening 

metal ligament cracks or tears. Furthennore, after appreciable advance, the crack may stall and 

again jump across the layer, e.g., Fig. 15. The metallic deformation attending such transitions 

requires high loads prior to eventually, if ever, attaining an unbridged crack on one side of the 

metal, yielding steeply rising and then falling resistance curves.16 Once in the ceramic, the crack 

presumably follows a KII = 0 path, balancing the p > 0 attraction to the layer, the instability of an 

off-centered crack, and any bridging forces. 

With respect to the toughness of ceramic/metal joints, with all the ceramic/metal couples 

examined, plasticity within the metal likely constitutes most of the fracture energy, even in the 

glass/eu samples. In addition, it is clear that the nature of the crack path and its selection of a 

particular phase has an important bearing on the value of Gc' In particular, where the crack path 

with the lowest microstructural resistance is distinctly different from that offering highest crack-tip 

driving force (due to far-field loading and modulus mismatch effects), the resulting complex 

cracking configurations, including crack jumping between interfaces with resulting crack blunting 

and metal-layer bridging, provide potent contributions to the toughness. To predict these effects a 

priori, knowledge of the modulus mismatch parameters between the metal and the ceramic, and 

specifically of the sign of p, is critical, together with an understanding of the microstructurally 

"weak" paths. However, for certain of the linear-elastic predictions of crack trajectory, based on 

the location of the KII = 0 path and the sign of the T (or residual) stress and the gradient oKJOc, 

allowance clearly must be made for the presence of pl~city within the metal layer. 

Finally, additional to the phase angle of the global and local fields, the type of loading is 

important in dictating the crack path. In Al203/Al-Mg samples, for example, the crack preferred 

the ceramic rather than the interface under monotonic loading but extended within the metal under 

cyclic loading, somewhat analogous to the relationship depicted in Fig. 5b. However, in this 

instance, fatigue loading, rather than a direct reduction in yield stress, has created a situation 
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wherein the crack-tip stresses are insufficient to cause crack extension within the ceramic, despite 

the fact that more than thrice the energy is dissipated cracking the metal than had the crack been .J 

isolated within the ceramic. 

VII. Conclusions 

Based on a theoretical and experimental study of the trajectory of crack paths at or near 

interfaces, and the resulting toughness, in a series of ceramic/metal/ceramic sandwich structures, 

involving glass/Cu, SiOiCu, Al20iAl-4Mg, Al20iAu, Al20iCu and Al203/Pt systems, the 

following conclusions can be made: 

1. Linear-elastic driving force calculations project that cracks will follow a path where Krr = 0 

(essentially equivalent to where G is maximum). Accordingly, for cracks at an interface 

where the far-field loading is mode I, cracks will kink away from the metal layer for 

bimaterial couples where the second Dundurs' parameter p = 0, irrespective of the value of 

first Dundurs' parameter a.; conversely, where a. = 0, cracks will kink into the metal layer for 

p > 0 and away from the layer if P < o. 

2. Correspondingly, for cracks near interfaces ·in sandwich structures, linear-elastic projections 

imply that cracks will follow a straight ~arallel path ifKrr = 0 and oKn/iJc > O. For mode I 

far-field loading, however, three regimes of cracking configurations exist depending upon the 

value and sign of a. and p. 

3. Some, but not all, key trends for crack trajectory, and by implication for the pertinent 

fracture resistance, match the linear-elastic predictions for modulus mismatch effects; 

however, often the plastic zones in the metal are too large relative to layer thickness to 

confidently use computations based on elastic stress fields to deduce crack kinking 

tendencies. 
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4. At "weak" interfaces, the crack generally stays at the interface; near such interfaces, the 

crack will be drawn into the interface only if the compliance mismatch is such that J3 is 

positive. Where the metal provides the "weak" path, cracks are drawn to the metal layer 

where J3 > 0, ana deflected from the weak path where J3 < 0; here the toughness Gc depends 

on the location and stability of the crack. However, where J3 > 0, the location of the crack 

path within the metal layer does not match prediction, primarily because of plasticity within 

the layer. Where the ceramic provides the "weak" path, cracks deflect away from the metal 

layer and remain in the ceramic where J3 < O. Where J3 > 0, conversely; cracks are drawn 

from the weak path to the "stronger" interface and metal; cracking configurations in this case 

can become complex resulting in very high, but erratic, toughness values. 

5. In most ceramic/metaVceramic sandwich tests, with metal-layer thicknesses spanning three 

orders of magnitude, crack jumping across the layer or cracking on two interfaces was 

apparent where computations of the unconstrained crack-tip plastic-zone size, exceeded the 

layer thickness, and was absent where the plastic zone was much smaller. This suggests that 

fracture re-initiation owing to incompatibility at the plastic-zone/ceramic boundary is 

important; the resulting bridging by metal ligaments was found to markedly increase crack

growth resistance in these samples. 

6. Crack meandering within the metal layer, which is promoted by a positive T-stress, was 

rarely seen, despite the presence of processing-induced tensile residual stresses. The lack of 

an effect of the T -stress on de-stabilizing the crack path was attributed to the extensive 

plasticity within the metal layer. 
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Figure 1: Conventions for crack tip a) at interface between two linear-elastic materials #1 and 
#2, with shear modulus J.lj, Young's modulus Ej and Poisson's ratio Vj, and b) near 
interface in layered specimen of material #2 sandwiched between material # 1. 
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Figure 2: Plot of the elastic mismatch (Dundurs') parameters a and 13 in plane strain for a 
variety of bimaterial couples, showing alumina/metal, silicon/metal, and silica/metal 
interfaces. 
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Figure 3: Geometries used to test metal/ceramic sandwich samples under far-field mode I 
conditions, showing a) double-cantilever bend - DCB, b) compact tension - em, and 
4-point bend (flexure) specimens. Compact geometry in b) additionally shows 
schematic of the electrical-potential technique used to monitor crack length. 
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_ Figure 4: Plot of the elastic mismatch (Dundursl
) parameters a. and P in plane strain, showing 

three predicted regimes of crack-path trajectories with KII = 0 for ceramic/metal 
sandwich geometries subjected to ~-field mode I loading. ' 
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Figure 5: Expected interrelations among interfacial bond strength, metal yield stress, fracture 
energy and crack path for ceramic/metal interfaces or ceramic/metal/ceramic (C/M/C) 
sandwich samples. 
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Figure 6: Scanning electron images of sides of Al20ipureAVAl20 3 (13 > 0) 4-point bend 
/ sandwich samples, showing two examples of failure in the pure aluminum. Note that 

cracking in the metal layer proceeds near the interface and not along the centerline. 
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Figure 7: Scanning electron image of crack path in Al20 3/CulAl20 3 (13 > 0) 4-point bend 
sandwich sample, showing predominantly interfacial failure with deflected cracks 
being drawn back to the interface. . This cracking morphology effectively Ifpluckslf 

pieces out of the ceramic. 
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Figure 8: . Scanning electron image of fracture surfaces in Al20 3/CU/ Al20 3 (P > 0) 4-point bend 
sandwich sample corresponding to Figure 7, showing predominantly interfacial failure 
with deflected cracks "plucking" out pieces of the ceramic. 
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Figure 9: !lots of the location and path of cracks initiated in the ceramic substrate of 
ceramic/metal sandwich 4-point bend specimens at varying distances from the 
interfaces, showing cracks a) being drawn to the metal layer with Al20/Cu (f3 > 0), 
and b) deflected away from the layer in glass/Cu (13 < 0). 
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Figure 10: Scanning electron micrographs of the crack-path profiles corresponding to Figure 9, 
showing cracks a) being drawn to the metal layer with ~OlCu (J3 > 0), and b) 
deflected away from the layer in glass/Cu (13 < 0). 
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Figure 11: Scanning electron micrographs of the crack-path profiles in Al20iAI-4Mg C(n 
sample (J3 > 0), showing a) fatigue-crack initiation at the notch arid growth in the 
metal layer near the interface, before final overload failure in the ceramic, and b) 
higher magnification image of the early fatigue crack growth, showing slip-line activity 
within the metal layer. 
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Figure 12: Scanning electron micrographs of the crack-path profile of a fatigue pre-crack and 
overload failure in ~OiAl-4Mg em sample (/3 > 0), showing examples of crack 
jumping between interfaces during cyclic crack growth in the metal layer, and overload 
failure in the ceramic where the crack is continually drawn to the interface. 
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Figure 13: Scanning electron images of sides of Al20/Al-4MglAI20 3 (~ > 0) 4-point bend. 
sandwich samples, showing two examples of cracking in the ceramic with cracks being 
drawn to the layer where they blunt in the metal. Note distinction between these 
micrographs and those for AI20/pureAVAI20 3 in Figure 6. 
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Figure 14: Rare example of crack meandering within the metal layer in AI20iCu bend sample. 
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Figure 15: Low and higher magnification scanning electron images of periodic crack jumping and 
resulting crack bridging by metal-layer segments during interfacial failure in Al20/Cu 
. «(3 > 0) sandwich specimens. 
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